Some classical models of clustering (hierarchies, pyramids, . . . ) are related to interval hypergraphs. In this paper we study clustering models related to hypertrees which are an extension of interval hypergraphs.
Introduction
In some classical models of classification on a set X, the clusters are connected subsets of a path (like hierarchies and pyramids). From a combinatorial point of view, these models are related to hypergraphs (for more details, see Lehel, McMorris and Powers [29] for instance) and more specifically to interval hypergraph (cf. for instance Diday [15] and Fichet [17] ). A natural extension is to consider clustering models whose clusters are connected subsets of some tree (this approach is in inheritance of previous ones like similarity analysis (Degenne and Vergès [11] )). This question is related to special kinds of hypergraphs, hypertrees.
Let X be a finite set with n elements. A finite hypergraph H = (X, E) is a family of nonempty subsets (called edges) of X (whose elements are called vertices), and a hypertree is a hypergraph H such that there exists a tree T = (X, E), called the underlying vertex tree of H, each edge of H inducing a subtree in T (ie. each edge of H is a connected subset of X for T ). Interval hypergraphs are hypertrees one of whose underlying vertex trees is a path.
A main feature in clustering is the equivalence between dissimilarity models and cluster models (the most popular equivalence is surely the well known bijection between ultrametrics and hierarchies [22] , [24] , [5] ). In this context, we studied a special kind of dissimilarities namely the quasi-ultrametrics and characterized those of them whose cluster hypergraph is a hypertree (called arboreal quasi-ultrametrics).
A dissimilarity on X is a function from the Cartesian product X × X to the non-negative real numbers which is symmetrical (d(x, y) = d(y, x)) and admits a zero-diagonal (ie. d(x, x) = 0). All the dissimilarities occurring in this paper will be assumed to be proper (ie. d(x, y) = 0 implies x = y). For a non-negative real number σ, the threshold graph G We can then associate with any dissimilarity d on X its cluster hypergraph H = (X, C) where c ∈ C if and only if c is a cluster of d. A dissimilarity d such that the cluster hypergraph is a hypertree have been called arba dissimilarity by Batbedat [4] .
Ultrametrics are defined by the inequality: d(x, z) ≤ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)}, for all x, y, z ∈ X. Their clusters constitute a hierarchy on X: the singletons {x} and the set X are clusters and two clusters A and B are either disjoint or the one is included in the other (the latter property can be summarized as follows: two clusters never overlap). The clusters of dissimilarities called Quasi-ultrametrics admit overlapping. A dissimilarity d on X is said to be a quasi-ultrametric if and only if it satisfies the so called four point condition: ∀x, y, z ∈ X, Diatta [12] proves that a dissimilarity d is a quasi-ultrametric if and only if the 2-balls (the 2-ball B xy is is the set of elements z ∈ X such that: max {d(x, z), d(y, z)} ≤ d(x, y); see section 3) of d satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) z, t ∈ B xy ⇒ B zt ⊆ B xy for all x, y, z, t in X, (2) diam d (B xy ) = d(x, y) for all x, y in X.
The first condition is called the inclusion condition and the second one the diameter condition.
One of the main interests of quasi-ultrametrics in classification is that they correspond to the dissimilarities whose cluster hypergraphs are closed under finite intersection of their edges and such that for two edges x and y: x y ⇒ diam(x) < diam(y) ( Batbedat [4] , Bertrand [7] ).
In the ultrametric case, approximation problems are usually NP-hard (Křivánek and Morávek [25] ). However, the ascending clustering scheme which optimizes a local criterion stepwise leads to efficient heuristics and, with other methods, puts classification in the field of optimization (Hansen et al. [21] ). There is a special case where the local criteria correspond to a global one, which is the case of the single linkage algorithm (Florek et al. [19] and [20] ) that computes the sub-dominant ultrametrics. It is based on the observation that the set of all ultrametrics smaller than a given dissimilarity admits a greatest element, for the point-wise order (we say that d ≤ d if and only if d(x, y) ≤ d (x, y) for all pairs of elements of X).
For quasi-ultrametrics, approximation problems are also NP-hard (in L p norm, p finite [2] ) and since their one in
is not closed, fitting problems may have no solution (Diatta [14] ). In particular, it has been observed that there are no sub-dominant for quasi-ultrametrics [2] . However, the notion of subdominant can be extended. Let D be a set of dissimilarities; if the set of dissimilarities δ of D smaller than a given dissimilarity d admit maximal elements, we call them the lower-maximal dissimilarities of d. Let us denote by It has been shown [10] that the set of all quasi-ultrametrics lower than a given dissimilarity always admits exactly one maximal element: a weak subdominant quasi-ultrametric of d. This paper shows that this property is also true for arboreal quasi-ultrametrics, and that the set of arba dissimilarities admits at least one lower-maximal arba dissimilarity for any given dissimilarity.
The paper is organized as follows: the first section recalls some definitions and properties of hypergraphs and hypertrees and shows that hypertrees can be characterized by an order on X. Moreover, the order associated with a hypertree allows us to find one of its underlying vertex trees. The second section shows that for arba dissimilarities the ball and the 2-ball hypergraph are also hypertrees and the latter proves that arboreal quasi-ultrametrics admit one weak-subdominant arboreal quasi-ultrametric for any given dissimilarity. The last section is devoted to two examples.
Hypergraphs and Hypertrees
We will mainly use the hypergraph notations of Berge [6] . This section recalls some definitions and shows that hypertrees may be characterized by a neighborhood ordering that extends the results of Brandstädt, Dragan, Chepoï, and Voloshin [9] (see section 3.1) to any hypergraph.
A hypergraph H is said to have the Helly property if and only if any subfamily E ⊆ E of pairwise intersecting edges has a nonempty intersection. The line graph L(H) = (E, E) of a hypergraph H = (X, E) is the intersection graph of H. This means that xy ∈ E if and only if x ∩ y = φ.
Duchet [16] and Flament [18] proved that a hypergraph H is a hypertree if and only if the following two conditions are both satisfied:
(i) H has the Helly property, (ii) L(H) is chordal (a graph is said to be chordal if it does not induce chordless cycles of length at least four).
Moreover, Leclerc [27] has shown an algorithm to construct a tree from an hypergraph. This tree is an underlying vertex tree of the hypergraph if and only if the hypergraph is a hypertree.
Compatible order with hypergraphs
Let H = (X, E) be a hypergraph and θ an order on X. We label the elements of X such that x 1 θx 2 . . . θx n−1 θx n , and note
For each x i and x j such that i > j, we will note x i → x j if and only if:
θ is said to be compatible with H if and only if for each x i (i > 1) there exists
Let x be a leaf of A k and xy its associated edge
Computation of a compatible order at least one x j (i > j) such that x i → x j . Theorem 1 shows that hypergraphs admitting a compatible order are exactly hypertrees.
Theorem 1 Let H = (X, E) be a hypergraph. The two following conditions are equivalent:
(i) H is a hypertree, (ii) H admits a compatible order.
PROOF. Let H = (X, E) be a hypertree and T = (X, E) one of its underlying vertex trees. Algorithm 1 clearly computes a compatible order θ:
Conversely, suppose that the hypergraph H = (X, E) admits a compatible order θ. We label the elements of X such that x 1 θx 2 θ . . . θx n . Thus, for each
The graph T = (X, E) where E = {x n y n , x n−1 y n−1 , . . . x 2 y 2 } is then a tree because from each x i (1 < i ≤ n) starts a unique path formed of arcs x i → y i and ending in x 1 .
Let C ∈ E, x i ∈ C and |C ∩ X i | > 1. C contains a part of the unique path formed of arcs x i → y i and ending to x 1 . This path ends with the smallest element of C, say x (C) (because for all x j ∈ C such that |C ∩ X j | > 1, there exists k < j such that x k ∈ C and x j → x k ). Hence, for all x i ∈ C there exists a path from x i to x (C) in T such that all elements of this path are in C.
Thus, for x, y ∈ C, there exists a path, of elements of C, from x to x (C) and from y to x (C) in T , hence from x to y 2
for each x ∈ C do for each y ∈ C do ψ x (y) = 0 end end end 5 if there exist x, y ∈ X such that ψ x (y) = 1 then
The proof of theorem 1 gives a way to construct an underlying vertex tree from a hypertree, given one of its compatible orders: if θ is a compatible order of an hypertree H = (X, E) (we label the elements of X such that x 1 θx 2 . . . θx n ), the tree T = (X, E) defined such that E = {x n y n , x n−1 y n−1 , . . . x 2 y 2 } and x i → y i for all 1 < i ≤ n (we have y i = x j with j < i) is an underlying vertex tree of H.
Finding a compatible order
Suppose that H = (X, E) admits a compatible order x 1 θ . . . θx n . Then, for 1 < i ≤ n the restriction of H to {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i } also admits x 1 θ . . . θx i as compatible order. The idea of algorithm 2 is then first to find x n on H, then x n−1 on the restriction of H to X\{x n }, and so on, to finally find x 2 on the restriction of H to X\{x n , x n−1 , . . . x 3 }.
To find x k on X k = X\{x k+1 , . . . , x n }, we need to find y ∈ X k , y = x k such that for all C ∈ E such that |C ∩ X k | > 1:
This is the aim of function ψ x (y) in algorithm 2. Indeed, if there exists C ∈ E such that |C ∩ X k | > 1, and x ∈ X k ∩ C but y / ∈ X k ∩ C, then ψ x (y) = 0, otherwise ψ x (y) = 1. Thus, if there exists x, y ∈ X k such that ψ x (y) = 1, then x → y and we can set x k to x.
If k = 1 at the end of algorithm 2, the order θ such as x 1 θx 2 θ . . . θx n is clearly a compatible order of the entry hypergraph H. If algorithm 2 ends with k > 1 (at step k there does not exist x, y ∈ X such that ψ x (y) = 1), it has not found any compatible order. The following proposition shows that this case only occurs if H has no compatible order. PROOF. We will use the notation of the algorithm. It is clear that if at the end of the algorithm k = 1, the order θ such as x 1 θx 2 θ . . . θx n is a compatible order of H. If the algorithm stops before k = 1 it does not find a compatible order with H. To prove that algorithm 2 finds a compatible order if and only if H admits a compatible order, we have to show that at each step k of the algorithm, if x k → y and there exists z ∈ X k such that z → x k , then z → y. Suppose that there exists z ∈ X k such that z → x k , and z → y. There therefore exists in E an edge C such that z ∈ C and y ∈ C. Since z → x k , we also have
The complexity of Algorithm 2 can be estimated to O(n 3 |E|). Indeed, using the labels of Algorithm 2, we have at most n loops of label 1. Label 2 may be computed in O(n 2 ) operations, label 3 in O(|E|) operations, label 4 in O(n 2 ) operations and label 5 in O(n 2 ) operations. Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is in O(n * (n 2 + |E| * n 2 + n 2 )) = O(n 3 |E|).
Algorithm 2 is then a way to check if a given hypergraph is a hypertree, and if so, to give one of its compatible orders. From this compatible order, we also have an underlying vertex tree of the hypertree (see section 2.2).
For instance, the hypergraph H = (X, E) pictured in figure 1 is a hypertree.
Indeed, after step 1 of algorithm 2 points x and z are such that ψ x (y) = ψ z (y) = 1. Choosing x (thus x → y), step 2 of algorithm 2 leads to have ψ z (y) = ψ t (y) = 1. Choosing z (thus z → y), step 3 of algorithm 2 leads to ψ y (t) = ψ t (y) = 1. The order θ on X such that yθtθzθx is then compatible with H, and the tree T = (X, E) with E = {xy, zy, ty} is one of its underlying vertex trees. 
Hypergraphs associated with dissimilarities
This section is devoted to the study of the cluster hypergraph of some dissimilarity d. Even though the characterization of dissimilarities whose clusters hypergraphs are hypertrees can be done by associating a compatible order to its cluster hypergraph, those dissimilarities have some nice structural (proposition 3) and metric (proposition 3.2) properties.
when no confusion is possible) induced by x ∈ X and a non negative real number α is the set of elements y ∈ X such that d(x, y) ≤ α, and a 2-ball B d (x, y) (or B(x, y) when no confusion is possible) induced by x, y ∈ Xis the set of elements z ∈ X such that:
Finally, we can then associate with any dissimilarity d on X its: Generally these three hypergraphs are distinct because there are no relations between balls, 2-balls and clusters of a given dissimilarity (counter examples are given below). But for ultrametrics they coincide and for quasi-ultrametrics the cluster hypergraph and the 2-ball hypergraph coincide. Indeed, ultrametrics are exactly the set of dissimilarities such that the clusters are the balls, and quasi-ultrametrics are exactly the set of dissimilarities such that the clusters are the 2-balls (Bertrand [7] , Diatta and Fichet [12] ).
For instance, the cluster hypergraph of dissimilarity d 1 (table 1) is a hypertree (the tree T = (X, E) where E = {ut, tx, xz, xy} is one of its underlying vertex trees), thus its ball and 2-ball hypergraph is also a hypertree. But its balls, 2-balls and clusters do not coincide. Indeed, the ball of center t and radius 1 (B(t, 1) = {u, t, x, z}) is neither a 2-ball nor a cluster, and the 2-ball B(x, z) (B(x, z) = {x, y, z, t}) is not a cluster. Table 1 The dissimilarity d 1 x 0 y 1 0
Nevertheless, the above three hypergraphs are linked by the following proposition in the case of hypertrees:
The following three propositions are equivalent for any dissimilarity d:
Moreover if the cluster hypergraph, the ball hypergraph and the 2-ball hypergraph are hypertrees, they have the same set of underlying vertex trees.
PROOF.
(i)⇒(ii) Suppose that the cluster hypergraph H = (X, C) of d is a hypertree. Let T = (X, E), B(x, α), and y be one of its underlying vertex trees, a ball of d and an element of B(x, α), respectively. Since d(x, y) ≤ α, there is a maximal clique C of the threshold graph G α of d which contains x and y. Thus the vertices of the path from x to y in T is also in C: each element z of the path from x to y in T is such that d(x, z) ≤ α, so z ∈ B(x, α). Finally, for each y ∈ B(x, α) the vertices of the path from x to y in T are in B(x, α). Thus for all y, z ∈ B(x, α) the vertices of the path from y to z in T are in B(x, α) (because the vertices of the path from x to y and the path from x to z in T is in B(x, α)).
, and B(x, y) be one of its underlying vertex trees and a 2-ball of d, respectively. Since B(x, y) = B(x, d(x, y))∩B(y, d(x, y)), if z, t ∈ B(x, y), then z, t ∈ B(x, d(x, y)) and z, t ∈ B(y, d(x, y)). Since the ball hypergraph of d is an hypertree, the vertices of the path between z and t in T are both in B(x, d(x, y)) and in B(y, d(x, y)), thus in B(x, y). (iii)⇒(i) Suppose that the 2-ball hypergraph H = (X, B 2 ) of d is a hypertree. Let T = (X, E), and C be one of its underlying vertex trees and a cluster of d, maximal clique of the threshold graph G α , respectively. Let x, y ∈ C. For all t ∈ C we have d(x, t) ≤ α, and d(y, t) ≤ α. Thus, the vertices of the path from x to t in T are in B(x, t) and the vertices of the path from y to t in T are in B(y, t). For all z in the path from x to y in T , z is either in the path from x to t in T , or in the path from y to t in T : thus either z ∈ B(x, t), or z ∈ B(y, t), therefore d(z, t) ≤ α. Finally, for all t ∈ C and for all z in the path from x to y in T , we have d(z, t) ≤ α, so z ∈ C 2
Batbedat [4] proved that if the cluster hypergraph of a dissimilarity d is a hypertree, all of its underlying vertex trees are minimum spanning trees of d. Section 2 and proposition 3 provides a method to find an underlying vertex tree of a cluster hypergraph. Due to proposition 3, we only have to compute the 2-ball hypergraph of d, and using algorithm 2, find a compatible order. Since we have at most
Note that if all of the underlying vertex trees of a dissimilarity d whose cluster hypergraph is a hypertree are minimum spanning trees d, the converse is not true. Table 1 shows a dissimilarity whose cluster hypergraph is a hypertree, but the minimum spanning tree T = (x, E) where E = {tu, tz, zy, yx} is not one of its underlying vertex trees (the cluster {x, y, z} for instance is not a connected part of T ). Section 4 exhibits a special kind of dissimilarities the minimum spanning trees of which are exactly their underlying vertex trees.
Clique graphs
The results obtained in section 3 can be, as shown hereunder by associating a dissimilarity to a graph, used to provide further contribution to one of the problems that Brandstädt et al. [9] solved: are the maximal cliques of some graph G a hypertree.
Brandstädt et al. [9] proved that the set of all maximal cliques of a graph G is a hypertree if and only if G admits a maximal neighborhood ordering.
Let G = (X, E) be a graph. The clique hypergraph of G is the hypergraph H G = (X, E) where C ∈ E if and only if C is a maximal clique of G.
We can associate with G the dissimilarity d G on X such that:
It is clear that with any dissimilarity d on X which takes its values in {0, 1, 2}, we can associate a graph G d = (X, E) where xy ∈ E if and only if d(x, y) = 1. Those dissimilarities are clearly distances (they satisfy the triangle inequality) and can be called graphical dissimilarities [3] . It is then equivalent to prove that the clique hypergraph of G is a hypertree and to prove that the ball hypergraph of d G is a hypertree.
Hence, the set of all maximal cliques of G = (X, E) is a hypertree if and only if the set of all neighborhood of G (the neighborhood of x ∈ X is N (x) = {y|xy ∈ E, or y = x} = B d G (x, 1)) admits a compatible order.
Brandstädt et al. [9] defined the maximum neighborhood ordering as an order θ on X (such that x 1 θx 2 θ . . . θx n ) with for any x i , there exists
These two results seem to be very correlated since there involve a linear order on X. Nevertheless, maximum neighborhood orderings and compatible orders are not equivalent for graphical dissimilarities. 
Inferior maximal arba dissimilarities
For any dissimilarity d and all real numbers α and α such that 0 < α ≤ α , we note (d) α α the dissimilarity such that:
In [10] , we have proved the following result:
Theorem 4 If for any dissimilarity δ ∈ D and any real numbers 0 < α ≤ α we have (δ)
Fig. 3. Graphs associated with
This means that for arba dissimilarities we can approximate any dissimilarity d by several lower maximal arba dissimilarities of d. Next section (section 4) will show that for a special kind of arba dissimilarities (the so called arboreal quasi ultrametrics) we can approximate any dissimilarity d by the unique lower maximal arboreal quasi ultrametric. Moreover, this approximation can be constructed in polynomial time, thus gives the possibility to "use them" in practice.
Arboreal Quasi-ultrametrics
This section is organized as follows. First of all, we give a noticeable property of arboreal quasi ultrametrics, that is: the minimum spanning trees of arboreal quasi ultrametrics are exactly its underlying vertex trees.
Then, after some definitions (section 4.1), we show an algorithm which computes from a proper dissimilarity d on X and a tree T an arboreal quasi ultrametric with T as one of its underlying vertex trees (section 4.2). We then give the main property of this algorithm when applied to a minimum spanning tree of d: it computes the unique inferior maximal arboreal quasi ultrametric of d (section 4.3).
Theorem 5
For an arboreal quasi-ultrametric q on X, any of its minimum spanning trees T is an underlying vertex tree of its cluster hypergraph.
PROOF.
Let q be an arboreal quasi-ultrametric on X, and a, b ∈ X. Since q is a quasiultrametric, to prove that any minimum spanning tree T of q is an underlying vertex tree of its cluster hypergraph, it suffices to prove that for each 2-ball B(x, y), the vertices of the path from x to y in T are in B(x, y). Indeed, let z, t ∈ B(x, y). Since B(z, t) ⊆ B(x, y) (inclusion property) if the vertices of the path from z to t in T are in B(z, t) they are also in B(x, y).
We prove by induction on k that for any minimum spanning tree T such that the length of the path from a to b in T is smaller than k, the path between a and b in T is in the 2-ball B(a, b).
If the length of the path from a to b is one in a minimum spanning tree T , it is clear that the path from a to b in T is in B(a, b). Suppose that it is true for a length smaller than or equal to k. For k + 1:
Let T = (X, E) be a minimum spanning tree of d, and suppose that the length of the path from a to b in T is equal to k + 1. We label the elements of this path (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k+1 ) (with x 0 = a and x k+1 = b). Because T is a minimum spanning tree of d, we have:
If there exists 0 < i < k + 1 such that x i ∈ B(a, b), the length of the path from a to x i and from x i to b in T is smaller than or equal to k. By induction, we have x 0 , x 1 , . . . x i ∈ B(a, x i ) and x i , x i+1 , . . . x k+1 ∈ B(x i , b). Due to the inclusion property, B(a, x i ) ⊆ B(a, b) and B(x i , b) ⊆ B(a, b), thus x 0 , x 1 . . . , x k+1 ∈ B(a, b).
We then suppose that for all 0 < i < k + 1, x i ∈ B(a, b). Since the 2-ball hypergraph in d is a hypertree, the line graph L(B 2 ) = (B 2 , E) is chordal (see section 2) and the 2-ball hypergraph has the Helly property.
Moreover, for all 0 < i < k + 1 B(x i−1 , x i ) ∩ B(x i , x i+1 ) = φ and x i ∈ B(a, b), we thus have one of the following three cases:
Let u be an element of the intersection. Since T is a tree, there exists an unique edge x l y ∈ E which connects u to the path from a to b in T .
Case 1:
Since by hypothesis for all 0 < i < k + 1, x i ∈ B(a, b), u ∈ X\{a, x 1 , x k , b}.
Thus if x l = a, because T is a minimum spanning tree of d, the tree T = (X, E ∪ au\ax 1 ) is also a minimum spanning tree of d (because u ∈ B(a, x 1 ),  thus d(a, u) ≤ d(a, x 1 )), so d(a, u) = d(a, x 1 ).
We then have max {d(a, , u) , and the four point condition , b) , we have x 1 ∈ B(a, b) which is impossible by hypothesis (0 < i < k + 1,
If x l = a, we consider the tree T = (X, E ∪ bu\bx k ), and the same arguments prove that x k ∈ B(a, b), which is also impossible.
Case 2:
Since by hypothesis for all 0 < i < k + 1 we have that x i ∈ B(a, b), we conclude that u ∈ X\{a, x 1 , x 2 , b}. If x l = a, the same arguments as for case 1 prove that x 1 ∈ B(a, b), which is impossible by hypothesis. If x l = a, the tree T = (X, E ∪ ux 1 \ax 1 ) is also a minimum spanning tree of d (because u ∈ B(a, x 1 ), thus d(
We then have max {d(a, x 1 ), d(a, u)} ≤ d(x 1 , u), and the four point condition x 2 ) . Thus, the tree T = (X, E ∪ ax 2 \x 1 x 2 ) is also a minimum spanning tree of d, and in this tree, the path from a to b is smaller than k. The induction hypothesis holds: x 2 , x 3 , . . . x k ∈ B(a, b), which is impossible by hypothesis (0 < i < k +1, x i ∈ B(a, b)).
Case 3:
Two cases are possible:
This case is similar to case 2 with u i = a, because the tree
is also a minimum spanning tree of d and the length of the path from a to b is shorter than k in T .
Suppose that x l is such that l > i (resp. l ≤ i), like for case 1, the tree T = (X, E ∪ x i u\x i x i+1 ) (resp. T = (X, E ∪ x i+1 u\x i x i+1 )) is also a minimum spanning tree of d. Thus, like for case 1,
, and the four point condition ensures that
This case is then similar to case (i).
Finally, all the possible cases violate our hypothesis (0 < i < k + 1, x i ∈ B(a, b)) thus there exists 0 < i < k + 1, such that x i ∈ B(a, b), then x 0 , x 1 . . . , x k+1 ∈ B(a, b) and that concludes the proof by induction 2
Definitions and basic properties
We call a quatuor of X any four element subset of X. For x and y in X, Q[x, y] denotes the set of all quatuors that contain x and y.
The quatuor Q is said to be quasi-ultrametrical for a dissimilarity d if and only if the restriction of d to Q is a quasi-ultrametric, and said to be 2-ultrametrical if the two largest values of d on Q are equal (for more details, see [10] ).
Let us consider the complete graph K X = (X, E) valued by d. If Q is a quatuor, we note K Q = (Q, E Q ) the complete graph valued by d.
Let Q be a quatuor of X and d a dissimilarity on X. We say that Q is diagonal for d when there exist two edges of largest valuations in K Q without any vertices in common (these two valuations are not assumed to be equal). We say that Q is lateral for d when there exist in K Q two edges of largest valuations that share a vertex.
We will use 2 lemmas demonstrated in [10] :
Lemma 6 Let Q be a quatuor of X and d a dissimilarity on X. When Q is diagonal, it is quasi-ultrametrical if and only if it is 2-ultrametrical.
and Lemma 7 Let Q = xyzt a lateral and not 2-ultrametrical quatuor for d. We may always assume that:
Then Q is quasi-ultrametrical if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
t).
Lemmas 6 and 7 show that if a quatuor Q is not quasi-ultrametrical for a dissimilarity d, there exists an unique pair
Q). This property is the basis of the hereunder algorithm (section 4.2).
That is, if Q is a non quasi-ultrametrical quatuor, we can lower the value of d(u Q , v Q ) (where u Q v Q is the unique pair from Q such that d(u Q , v Q ) = diam d (Q)) such that Q becomes 2-ultrametrical thus quasi-ultrametrical. At the end of the algorithm, there is no more non quasi-ultrametrical quatuor: the resulting dissimilarity is a quasi-ultrametric.
An algorithm to compute a arboreal quasi ultrametric
Consider the complete graph K X = (X, E) valued by d. Let Q be a quatuor of X and F a subset of E. We note δ(Q, F ) the number of edges from Q that are in F (then 0 ≤ δ(Q, F ) ≤ 6).
Let T = (X, E) be a tree on X. We shall construct by induction a sequence E k of subsets from E and a sequence d i of dissimilarities on X in order to transform d into an arboreal quasi-ultrametric:
2) E k and d k being constructed, we consider an edge xy / ∈ E k such that d k (x, y) is a minimum for all edges that are not in E k (we say that xy is examined) ; (a) 
; this value is greater than the four remaining values for d k . We then set
Since d n(n−1)/2 is the output of the algorithm, we note:
The following lemma will then prove that q T (d) is an arboreal quasi-ultrametric and that T is one of its underlying vertex trees. Moreover the construction of this approximation may be computed in O(n 4 ) operations. An example of q T (d) is given at the end of section 4.3.
Lemma 8
The sequences (E k ) 1≤k≤n(n−1)/2 and (d k ) 1≤k≤n(n−1)/2 have the following properties:
is quasi-ultrametrical for d k , (3) For all edges xy ∈ E k , the path from x to y in T is in the 2-ball B d k (x, y).
PROOF. Assertion (1) is clear.
We use the notations of the construction of q T (d).
We show by induction on step k of the construction that:
For k = 0, the two properties are clearly satisfied because d 1 = d 0 = d. We suppose that the two properties are verified on step k −1. Let x * y * ∈ E\E k be the edge examined on step k of the construction
Modifications of dissimilarity d k are made in step (2b) and (2c) of the construction. For step (2b), let z be in the path from x * to y
) by induction hypothesis. For step (2c), let Q ∈ Q[x * , y * ] be a non quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for d k such that δ(Q, E k ) = 4. Then there exists a unique edge
Since E k+1 = E k ∪ {x * y * }, assertions (i) and (ii) are proved.
Thus, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j:
These two properties justify the construction of the sequence (d k ) of dissimilarities, and prove properties (2) and (3) We note AQU the set of all arboreal quasi-ultrametrics.
Lemma 9 Let d be a dissimilarity, T = (X, E) one of its minimum spanning trees, and
and any minimum spanning tree T = (X, E ) of d is a minimum spanning tree of q T (d) with, for any xy ∈ E , d(x, y) = q T (x, y) .
PROOF.
We use the notations of the construction of q T (d). By trivial induction we obtain at each step
Suppose that there exists a minimum spanning tree T of d such that T is not a minimum spanning tree of q T (d). There thus exist x, y ∈ X such that if we label the path from x to y in T ,
The above construction therefore gives a way to approximate any dissimilarity d by an arboreal quasi-ultrametric q T (d) such that any minimum spanning tree of d is an underlying vertex tree of the cluster hypergraph of q T (d).
Lemma 10 For any dissimilarity d and any of its minimum spanning trees
PROOF. Let d be a dissimilarity, T one of its minimum spanning trees, and
If T is not a minimum spanning tree of q, there exists x, y ∈ X such that if we label the path from x to y in T ,
Suppose that T is a minimum spanning tree of q.
We use the notation of the construction of q T (d). We suppose that there exists i such that q ≤ d i . Since d 0 = d ≥ q, we denote by k the smallest integer such that d k+1 ≥ q. Since d k+1 is computed on step k of the construction, we note x * y * the edge that is examined at this step. By hypothesis, d k ≥ q. The modifications of d k are made on step (2b) and (2c) of the construction.
Since T is a minimum spanning tree of q, the vertices of the path from x * to y * in T are in B q (x * , y * ). After the modifications of step (2b), the vertices of the path from x * to y * in T are also in B d k+1 (x * , y * ). Thus for each z in the path from x * to y * in T , we have max {q(z, x * ), q(z, y * )} ≤ q(x * , y * ) and max {d k+1 (z,
We also have (see the proof of lemma 8):
Finally, for all z in the path from
To have q ≤ d k+1 , some modifications were made on step (2c) of the construction. There then exists a quatuor
We suppose that for each edge xy from
Since q is a quasi-ultrametric, Q must be a lateral non 2-ultrametrical quatuor for q (lemma 6). Thanks to lemma 7, we conclude that Q is also a quasi-ultrametrical quatuor (lateral and non 2-ultrametrical) for d k . This violates our hypothesis.
There exists an edge xy
Finally, for any arboreal quasi-ultrametric q smaller than d and such that
Let d be a dissimilarity on X. Let A = (X, E) a minimum spanning tree of q maximizing the number of edges xy ∈ E such that q(x, y) = d(x, y). Two cases are possible. Either all edges xy ∈ E are such that q(x, y) = d(x, y), or there exists xy ∈ E such that q(x, y) = d(x, y).
Suppose that there exists ab
The edge ab divides A into two subtrees A 1 = (X 1 , E 1 ) and A 2 = (X 2 , E 2 ). For all x ∈ X 1 and y ∈ X 2 , we have q(x, y) ≥ q(a, b) because A is a minimum spanning tree of q. Moreover, if q(x, y) = d(x, y), then d(x, y) > q(a, b) by definition of A (otherwise the tree A = (X, E ∪ xy\ab) is also a minimum spanning tree of q with more edges x y such that q(x , y ) = d(x , y ) than A). We define the dissimilarity q on X by:
We have q < q ≤ d. Moreover, q is an arboreal quasi-ultrametric because q(x, y) ≥ q(a, b) if x ∈ X 1 and y ∈ X 2 , and then q (x, y) ≥ q(a, b) + if x ∈ X 1 and y ∈ X 2 . Thus the four point inequality cannot be violated for q (recall that q is an arboreal quasi-ultrametric). The same argument shows that T is an underlying vertex tree of the two-ball hypergraph of q .
Hence, if there exists xy ∈ E such that q(x, y) = d(x, y), q ∈ S(AQU, d).
Suppose that for all xy ∈ E, d(x, y) = q(x, y). A is then also a minimum spanning tree of d because q ≤ d (if A is not a minimum spanning tree of d, there would exist x, y ∈ X such that xy ∈ E and d(x, y) < q(x, y)). We suppose that q = q A (d) and q ≤ q A (d).
We use the notation of the construction of q A (d).
From the proof of lemma 8, we know that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j:
Let k be the smallest integer such that the examined edge x * y * at step k (this
According to the above three properties this is equivalent to saying that k is the smallest integer such that there exists xy in E k+1 such that q(d)(x, y) = q(x, y).
. Thus there exists a step i < k where
We note x i y i the edge examined at step i.
Since A is a minimum spanning tree of q, the proof of lemma 10 shows that for any z in the path from 
is a maximum of all the values taken by d i on all the edges in K Q different from x * y * ). Lemma 6 ensures that Q is a lateral, quasi-ultrametrical and non 2-ultrametrical quatuor for q, and lemma 7 allows us to conclude that Q is also a quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for d i violating our hypothesis. We then have
Finally:
Since q ≤ q(d), there exists d 2 = min{q(x, y)|d 1 < q(x, y), xy ∈ E}.
We define the proper dissimilarity q on X such that:
, and is clearly larger than q.
We have to prove that q is a quasi-ultrametric. We suppose that there exists a non quasi-ultrametrical quatuor xyzt for q .
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that: max {q (x, z), q (y, z)} ≤ q (x, y) and q (z, t) > max {q (x, y), q (y, t), q (x, t)} By construction of q , we have: max {q(x, z), q(y, z)} ≤ q(x, y) ( q takes no value in ]d 1 , d 2 [, and
Since q is a quasi-ultrametric, we have: q(z, t) ≤ max {q(x, y), q(y, t), q(x, t)}.
In order to satisfy the following two inequalities:
these two must also be satisfied:
Then, the edges xy, yt, xt, xz and yz are in E k and zt in E\E k . Since q A (d) and q coincide on all edges in E k , we have max
This violates our hypothesis because zt ∈ E\E k and thus
Hence the quatuor xyzt is quasi-ultrametrical for q , and thus q is a quasi-ultrametric.
To conclude, it remains to prove that A is an underlying vertex tree of the 2-ball hypertree of q . Due to the inclusion property we only have to prove that for any a, b ∈ X, the path between a and b in A is in B q (a, b). Since A is an underlying vertex tree of the 2-ball hypertree of q, if q (a, b) = d 1 , the path between a and b in A is in B q (a, b). Hence there exists an arboreal quasi-ultrametric q such that q < q : q ∈ S(AQU, d).
We prove that if an arboreal quasi-ultrametric q is smaller than d, q can be in S(AQU, d) only if q = q A (d), A being a minimum spanning tree of d. Let T and T be two different minimum spanning trees of d. Since T is also a minimum spanning tree of q T (d) such that for any edge xy of T : The above theorem shows that q T (d) is the same arboreal quasi-ultrametric for any minimum spanning tree T of a given dissimilarity d. We can illustrate this result by the following example. Consider the dissimilarity d described in table 2 T = (X, E) where E = {xy, yz, zt} is one of its minimum spanning trees. d is an arba dissimilarity but not an arboreal quasi ultrametric. The weak subdominant arboreal quasi ultrametric q T (d) is shown in table 3.
The main difference between weak subdominant and subdominant is that we Table 2 The dissimilarity d. Table 3 The dissimilarity q T (d). Table 4 The dissimilarities d n (n ≥ 2). 
Examples
The two following examples have been taken from Legendre and Makarenkov [28] and Lapointe [26] .
Approximation with a given tree
The matrix used in this example (table 5) is a Mahalanobis distance of morphological data for nine local population of muskrats of the La Houille river (in southern Belgium near the French border). To study the impact of the River on the population, Legendre and Makarenkov model the river by an unrooted tree, fit the distance of table 5 onto it and add reticulation branches. We did the same and model the La Houille river by the tree T pictured figure 4 . We then computed q T (d) (table 6), and localized the cluster found on T (figure 5). 
Weak subdominant
In this example, we compute the weak subdominant arboreal quasi ultrametric from the dissimilarity matrix given in Lapointe [26] .
The initial matrix is given in table 7 and depict the "dissimilarity" between several hominoids and cercopithecoids. The weak subdominant arboreal quasi ultrametric from this dissimilarity is table 8, and the quadratic difference between these two dissimilarities is 2.9 × 10 −4 . The two dissimilarities are very close. The cluster found are depicted in figure 6. Table 8 The weak subdominant arboreal quasi ultrametric from Clusters of table 8 
